To: Safran Aerosystems Services Asia Pte Ltd  
c/o Mr. Roland Thia, Director - QSHEL  
36 Loyang Drive  
Singapore 508949  

October 23, 2019

LETTER OF RECOGNITION UNDER THE TERMS OF THE TECHNICAL ARRANGEMENT ON AVIATION MAINTENANCE BETWEEN THE TRANSPORT CANADA CIVIL AVIATION DIRECTORATE AND THE CIVIL AVIATION AUTHORITY OF SINGAPORE

Dear Sir:

This letter will serve as confirmation that Safran Aerosystems Services Asia Pte Ltd AMO # 914-01 is qualified, under the terms of the Technical Arrangement on Aviation Maintenance between Transport Canada Civil Aviation (TCCA) and the Civil Aviation Authority of Singapore (CAAS), to perform maintenance on Canadian aeronautical products.

In keeping with the requirements of the Technical Arrangement, any maintenance performed on Canadian aircraft will be performed in accordance with the ratings and limitations established by the Civil Aviation Authority of Singapore and the requirements set forth in the Technical Arrangement.

Should you have any questions regarding this letter or the Technical Arrangement, please contact your CAAS representative.

Yours sincerely,

Marc Pichette  
Transport Canada  
Civil Aviation Safety Inspector,  
Operational Airworthiness, AARTM  
330 Sparks Street  
Ottawa, ON, K1A 0N8  
Canada  
Tel: +1 613 957-2330  
Fax: +1 613 952 3298  
marc.pichette@tc.gc.ca

cc.: Chai Kwan Kua, Manager (Continuing Airworthiness) Airworthiness/Flight Operations Division  
Civil Aviation Authority of Singapore, Singapore Changi Airport, PO Box 1, Singapore 918141